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Compositionality in Truth-Conditional 1
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Abstract In the past decade various linguists and philosophers (e.g. Pagin, Pel- 4

letier, Recanati, Westerståhl, Lasersohn) have proposed a weakening of the standard 5

interpretation of compositionality for propositional content. Their move is moti- 6

vated by the desire to accommodate radical forms of context sensitivity within a 7

systematic account of natural languages. In this paper I argue against weakening 8

compositionality in the way proposed by them. I argue that weak compositionality 9

fails to provide some of the expected benefits of compositionality. First, weak 10

compositionality fails to provide systematic meaning-rules which can handle forms 11

of context-sensitivity that are not amenable to explanation in terms of a fixed and 12

limited set of contextual parameters. Secondly, I argue that weak-compositionality 13

fails to play any role in explaining speakers’ ability to calculate the semantic 14

values of complex expressions. I conclude that weak compositionality is not 15

a viable alternative to standard interpretations of compositionality, and that it 16

doesn’t offer an acceptable way to accommodate radical forms of context-sensitivity 17

within a systematic account of natural languages. Given the central role that 18

weak-compositionality plays in recent approaches to natural language (e.g. in truth- 19

conditional pragmatics) this also casts doubt on the viability of these projects. 20

Keywords Compositionality · Context-sensitivity · Formal semantics · 21

Truth-conditional pragmatics 22

1 Introduction: Meaning and Compositionality 23

Formal semantics aims to model the fundamental meaning properties and meaning 24

relations of natural languages with the tools of formal logics. It aims to build formal 25

characterizations of natural languages that can serve as explanatory models of our 26
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semantic competence – of what a speaker knows in knowing her language. The 27

formal theory can start from the basic insight that to know the meaning of a sentence 28

is to know the conditions under which the sentence is true, and the conditions 29

under which the sentence is false. Then as a way of specifying our competence 30

with meaningful natural language expressions, the theory will seek to systematically 31

pair each meaningful sentence of a language with its truth-conditions. The theory 32

is descriptively adequate if its pairings of sentences with truth-conditions, match 33

native speakers’ intuitions about the conditions under which these sentences are 34

true and the conditions under which they are false. Moreover, given that speakers of 35

natural languages have the ability to produce and understand complex meaningful 36

expressions that they have never encountered before, one central goal is to explain 37

how linguistic competence extends to novel expressions. Since the most plausible 38

explanation is that speakers derive their competence with novel sentences from their 39

competence with the constituents of the sentences and competence with ways in 40

which expressions can combine, a semantic theory should derive in a finite number 41

of steps the truth-conditions of sentences from the meanings of their simple parts 42

and their syntactic structures. For this reason, the vast majority of semanticists 43

believe that compositionality is a fundamental property of natural languages: that 44

the meaning of complex expressions is a function of the meaning of their immediate 45

constituents and syntactic structure. 46

Still, philosophers and linguists with a Wittgensteinian bent believe that the 47

existence of pervasive forms of context-sensitivity in natural languages, and the 48

apparent unruliness of language use, threatens the very project of formal semantics.1 49

They believe that natural languages exhibit forms of context-sensitivity that cannot 50

be treated in terms of a fixed set of contextual parameters (in the way in which 51

expressions like “I” or “that” are treated) and that this is incompatible with the 52

principle of compositionality. More recently, though, a motley coalition of linguists 53

and philosophers deny that there is incompatibility between (some versions of) 54

compositionality and radical forms of context sensitivity.2 The position defended 55

by the latter is the focus of this paper. I will argue that their proposals to weaken 56

the principle of compositionality, in order to accommodate within a compositional 57

framework recalcitrant data, loses the theoretical benefits promised by composition- 58

ality. 59

The plan of the paper is the following. This first section presents a framework 60

in which claims about meaning and compositionality can be clearly formulated. 61

Section 2 presents the challenge from radical forms of context-sensitivity to the very 62

project of formal semantics, and Sect. 3 presents the truth-conditional pragmatics’ 63

(henceforth TCP) proposal to accommodate radical forms of context-sensitivity 64

within a compositional framework. The last two sections are dedicated to an 65

1Ziff (1972), Searle (1978), Travis (1978, 1997), Margalit (1979), Moravcsik (1994), Bezuidenhout
(2002), Carston (2002), Recanati (2004)
2See Pelletier (2003), Pagin (2005), Pagin and Pelletier (2007), Westerståhl (2012), Lasersohn
(2012) and references therein.
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extensive criticism of the TCP approach and its proposed interpretation of the 66

principle of compositionality. 67

1.1 Linguistic Meaning and Propositional Content 68

Following Kaplan (1989) and Lewis (1980) it is customary to distinguish two types 69

of meaning: what an expression means independently of any context of utterance (or 70

linguistic meaning) and what an expression means relative to a context of utterance 71

(or propositional content). 72

The linguistic meaning of an expression is the convention associated with that 73

expression and something like a rule of use: it tells what an expression can say 74

when used in any arbitrary context. For example, the linguistic meaning of the 75

first person pronoun “I” can be thought of as a rule that states that “I” when used 76

in an arbitrary context refers to the speaker of that context. Linguistic meaning 77

can be modeled as a function from possible contexts of utterance to propositional 78

contents. The linguistic meaning of some expressions is a non-constant function 79

that returns different contents for different contexts of utterance (e.g. indexicals like 80

“I”, “today”, descriptions like “the tallest man in town”, etc.), while the linguistic 81

meaning of others is a constant function that returns the same content at any 82

context of utterance (proper names like “David Kaplan”, numerals like “two”, etc.). 83

Contexts, as formal objects of the theory, have the job to represent the concrete 84

situation in which language use takes place. Since any use of an expression is done 85

by an agent, at a place and time in a possible world, contexts can be represented 86

as a sequence of individuals consisting of an agent, a time, a location and a world. 87

An essential assumption in semantic theorizing is that we can give the linguistic 88

meaning of any natural language expression in terms of a limited and fixed set of 89

contextual parameters, even if we may need to extend the list of parameters beyond 90

agent, time, location and world. 91

The propositional content of an expression can be thought of as the information 92

that determines the denotation of an expression at any possible state of affairs. 93

Propositional content can be modeled as a function from circumstances of eval- 94

uation (which at minimum are possible worlds but, in principle, could be richer) 95

to denotations: individuals for singular terms, sets for predicates, truth-values for 96

sentences. The idea is, in somewhat simplified terms, that the linguistic meaning 97

of a sentence determines a unique content with respect to any given context, and 98

the content determines, in its turn, a unique denotation with respect to any given 99

circumstance of evaluation. 100

A fundamental tenet that underlies all semantic theorizing is that for any context 101

of utterance the linguistic meaning of a sentence determines its truth-conditions 102

at that context, and that all context sensitivity can be handled in terms of a fixed 103

and limited set of contextual parameters, more or less along the lines in which 104

expressions like “I”, “today”, “here” are treated. The idea is that the theory assigns 105

a finite number of meanings to simple expressions and uses a finite number of 106
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rules to derive, out of these meanings, the truth-conditions of every sentence of 107

that language. As I will detail in the second section, this general picture has been 108

vigorously contested by authors who are skeptical towards the very possibility of 109

formal semantics. 110

1.2 Varieties of Compositionality 111

Depending on whether we require that it is the linguistic meaning of complexes 112

or their propositional content that is a function of the values of constituents we 113

obtain different versions of compositionality. Here is how semanticists traditionally 114

formulated compositionality for linguistic meaning and for propositional content, 115

respectively.3 116

A. Compositionality of linguistic meaning: The linguistic meaning of a complex 117

expression is a function of the linguistic meaning of its constituents and of its syn- 118

tactic structure. More precisely, a semantics I* is linguistic meaning compositional 119

(LM compositional) iff for any syntactic rule α there is function f such that for any 120

two expressions ei, ej if α(ei,ej) is meaningful then: 121

I∗ (
α

(
ei, ej

)) = f
(
α, I∗ (ei) , I∗ (

ej
))

.

A semantics fails to be LM compositional if for some expressions ei, ej, en, and 122

syntactic rule α, 123

I∗ (
ej

) = I∗ (en) and I∗ (
α

(
ei, ej

)) �= I∗ (α (ei, en)).

In plain words, a semantics fails to be LM compositional if substitution of synonyms 124

is not meaning preserving in that semantics. 125

Since content is assigned to expression-context pairs, in order to formulate 126

compositionality for content we need to take into account the role that context plays 127

in the determination of the content of complexes. 128

B. Strong compositionality for content: the content of a complex expression 129

relative to a context is a function of the content of its constituents at that context and 130

of its syntactic structure. More precisely, a semantics I* is strongly compositional 131

3See Kaplan (1989, 507) where both varieties are given informally. For their formal rendering
see Pagin and Westerståhl (2010, 259–260), Dever (2006, 634), Szabó (2010, 258–260). Given
that linguistic meaning is a property of expressions themselves, linguistic meaning will be
assigned directly to expressions, and given that propositional content is a property of expressions
at contexts, content will be assigned to expression-context pairs. Furthermore, since linguistic
meaning is a function from contexts to propositional content, and propositional content is a
function from circumstances to extensions, a semantics I* which assigns linguistic meaning
directly to expressions is the curryied version of a semantics I which assigns propositional content
to expression-context pairs. That is, for any expression e and any context C, I(e,C) = I*(e)(C).
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iff for every syntactic rule α there is a function f such that for any two expressions 132

ei, ej and for any context C if α(ei, ej) is meaningful at C then: 133

I
(
α

(
ei, ej

)
, C

) = f
(
α, I (ei, C) , I

(
ej, C

))

A semantics fails to be strongly compositional if for some expressions ei, ej, 134

syntactic rule α and some contexts C1, C2 135

I (ei, C1) = I (ei, C2) and I
(
ej, C1

) = I
(
ej, C2

)

and I
(
α

(
ei, ej

)
, C1

) �= I
(
α

(
ei, ej

)
, C2

)
.

In other words, a semantics fails to be strongly compositional if a complex 136

expression varies its content across contexts of utterance but its constituents 137

have unvarying contents across the very same contexts of utterance. A relevant 138

consequence of strong compositionality is that the content of a complex expression 139

depends on the context only in so far as the contents of its constituents do. If the 140

content of a complex expression is context dependent this should be traceable to the 141

context-dependency of at least one of its simple constituents. 142

Recently, various theorists have argued that context should be given a more 143

substantive role in the determination of the content of complexes, and that this is 144

compatible with the spirit of compositionality. We get, then, another principle of 145

compositionality for content: 146

C. Weak compositionality for content: The content of a complex expression 147

relative to a context C is a function of the contents that its constituents have at C 148

and of C itself. More precisely: a semantics I is weakly compositional iff: for every 149

syntactic rule α there is a function f such that for any expressions ei,ej and for any 150

context C if α(ei,ej) is meaningful then 151

I
(
α

(
ei, ej

)
, C

) = f
(
α, I (ei, C) , I

(
ej, C

)
, C

)
.

A semantics fails to be weakly compositional if for some expressions ei, ej, en, 152

syntactic rule α and context C: I(ej,C) = I(en,C) and I(α(ei, ej),C) �= I(α(ei,en),C). 153

Observe that according to weak compositionality (as opposed to strong composi- 154

tionality) context is taken as an extra argument of the composition function and the 155

contribution that this extra argument makes can be non-vacuous. A consequence 156

of weak compositionality is that the context sensitivity of complex expressions 157

need not be traceable to the context-sensitivity of some of its constituents. Weak 158

compositionality allows that context determines the content of a complex expression 159

in ways that go over and above determining the contents of its constituents.4 160

4Strong compositionality is a proper generalization of weak compositionality, which, in its turn, is
a proper generalization of linguistic meaning compositionality. For proofs see Westerståhl (2012).
For an alternative proof and a further discussion of how weak and strong compositionality for
content interact with various types of context-sensitivity see Briciu (2018).
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2 Radical Context-Sensitivity and Semantic 161

Underdetermination 162

Ever since its inception skeptical voices claimed that the very project of formal 163

semantics is wrongheaded and doomed to fail. According to them, because English 164

exhibits forms of context-sensitivity that cannot be handled simply in terms of the 165

lexical and syntactic properties of its expressions, formal semantic theories cannot 166

give correct truth-value predictions even for simple English sentences like (1). 167

(1) The leaves are green 168

The following scenario, imagined by Travis (1997, 89–90), is meant to show 169

this.5 Suppose Pia paints the leaves of a Japanese russet maple tree green for 170

a photographic installation. Upon ending the job she might utter truly (1) while 171

pointing to the leaves. Later, a botanist friend seeking green leaves for an experiment 172

on green-leaves chemistry drops by. Pia offers her botanist friend the leaves she 173

has just painted, and utters (1) while pointing towards them. But now, she might 174

for all the paint, utter falsely (1) while pointing to the leaves. Intuitively, the two 175

utterances of (1) have different truth values; the first is true while the second is false, 176

although the brute state of the leaves did not change in between the two utterances. 177

According to Travis, (1) is neither ambiguous nor elliptical; it contains neither vague 178

nor indexical expressions, nor are our intuitions about its truth value the result of 179

what might be indirectly conveyed by its respective utterances (i.e. intuitions about 180

the truth or falsity of what is implicated by those utterances).6 181

If skeptics are right, whether (1) is true or false at the imagined scenario depends 182

not only on its linguistic meaning and how the world is, but on a multitude 183

of potentially unrepeatable and formally intractable factors, like the participants’ 184

immediate interests, purposes and concerns. Allegedly, the difference in truth-values 185

is due to the fact that (1) has different truth-conditions at the two contexts of 186

utterance: it is true in the photographer context iff the leaves appear green at the time 187

of the utterance; while it is true in the botanist context iff the leaves are naturally 188

green at the time of the utterance. Skeptics further argue that the difference in truth- 189

5According to skeptics, radical context-sensitivity affects virtually any natural language sentence.
Arguments similar with Travis’ have been put forward concerning rather pedestrian sentences like
(2) “It is raining” (Recanati 2002), or (3) “The cat is on the mat” (Searle 1978), or (4) “The ham
sandwich stinks” (Recanati 2010), or (5) “The snow is white” Moravcsik (1994). This skepticism
is also shared by linguists like Chomsky (2002). For discussions of many more such examples
see Bezuidenhout (2002), Recanati (2004), Cappelen and Lepore (2005), Szabó (2007), García-
Carpintero (2006).
6Obviously some of these claims were contested. For example Kennedy and McNally (2010) argue
that (1) is ambiguous because color terms are ambiguous between gradable and non-gradable
interpretations. Given that there are many other similar arguments put forward by skeptics that
do not involve color terms and that TCP accepts, for the sake of the argument I will go along
with skeptics and truth-conditional pragmatists and accept their claim that no vagueness, ellipsis
or ambiguity is involved in (1).
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conditions of (1) is not determined by its linguistic meaning. Their argument can be 190

reconstructed in the following way: 191

192

(A) The two utterances of (1) have different truth values. (Data) 193

(B) The difference in truth value is due to the fact that (1) expresses different contents at 194

the two contexts of utterance. 195

(C) The constituents of (1) do not vary their content across the relevant contexts of 196

utterance 197

(D) Since the linguistic meaning of constituents of (1) is not context-sensitive, the 198

linguistic meaning of (1) should determine the very same content at the two context of 199

utterance. 200

From (B) and (D) it follows: 201

(E) Underdetermination: the contextual variation in the content of (1) is not determined by 202

its linguistic meaning (Conclusion)7 203

According to Travis, as far as the meanings of constituents of (1) and its syntax 204

go, whether we can predicate truly “green” of the leaves in question is an open 205

matter: on some occasions we can, on others we can’t. What determines whether an 206

utterance of (1) is true in the photographer context and false in the botanist context 207

is not just its linguistic meaning and the brute state of the leaves, but also an intricate 208

web of immediate interests, intentions and beliefs of the conversational partners. 209

Skeptics believe that for virtually any natural language sentence what that 210

sentence literally means, together with formal aspects of context (who is speaking 211

when and where), plays some role in determining its truth-conditions, but not 212

an exhaustive one. Its truth-conditions depend on factors that cannot be made 213

completely explicit in the semantic analysis of the sentence. One reason is that 214

these factors are not fixed: there is no constant set of factors that determines the 215

truth conditions of a sentence relative to any context of utterance. Another reason 216

is that the list of factors relevant for determining the truth-conditions of a sentence 217

is open-ended: “information from virtually anywhere and about virtually anything 218

might have a bearing”8 on truth-conditions. Even for the simplest sentences, human 219

interests, concerns and beliefs can play a role in determining whether they are true or 220

false at a given context of use, and there is no determinate boundary at the outset on 221

which facts could turn out to be relevant for the interpretation of a sentence. Skeptics 222

take this to show that no systematic account of the meaning properties of natural 223

languages, with the tools of formal logic, is possible. If true, then an important part 224

of our linguistic competence might lie beyond the reach of systematic theorizing. 225

7Needless to say, defenders of formal semantics try to resist the above argument by rejecting some
of its premises. Borg (2004a, b) and Cappelen and Lepore (2005) deny that the data put forward by
skeptics are semantically relevant, Predelli (2005) denies premise (B) and argues that (1) expresses
the same content at the two contexts where the difference in truth-value is the result of evaluating
the content for truth at different circumstances; Szabó (2001) and Rotschild and Segal (2009) deny
premise (C) and argue that “is green” is context-sensitive after all.
8Carston (2002, 2). This is also the central argument in Searle (1978), Bezuidenhout (2002) and
Recanati (2004, chapter 9).
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Underdetermination of truth-conditions by linguistic meaning also entails failure 226

of strong compositionality: the content of sentences (relative to a context) is not 227

determined by the content of their constituents (at that context) and the way the 228

constituents are syntactically combined. Premise (B) together with (C) entail the 229

following claim: 230

(F) Some complex expressions –e.g. (1) – vary their content across contexts of 231

utterance although the content of their constituents remains stable across the 232

very same contexts. 233

Arguments surrounding the truth of these premises constitute the bulk of the 234

debate on whether the project of formal semantics is wrongheaded or not. Given 235

that TCP accepts these arguments, I will not judge their worthiness, nor will I try to 236

adjudicate on whether natural languages exhibit radical forms of context sensitivity. 237

Rather, my aim is to discuss if the TCP proposal to accommodate radical context- 238

sensitivity within a weakly compositional account delivers the explanatory benefits 239

that we expect from compositional theories of natural languages. 240

3 Truth-Conditional Pragmatics and Weak Compositionality 241

TCP accepts that natural languages exhibit forms of context-sensitivity which 242

cannot be treated by fixing the values of a limited set of contextual parameters, 243

and accepts that this brings about semantic underdetermination. But it claims that 244

a compositional account of natural languages can still be given, although not as 245

initially conceived. According to TCP, semantics and pragmatics mix in determining 246

truth-conditional content: pragmatic factors (i.e. factors not mandated by the lexical 247

and syntactic properties of expressions) play a role in the determination of contents 248

of sentences (at contexts of use). This is where weak compositionality comes in. A 249

theory that allows for pragmatic intrusion through and through fails to be strongly 250

compositional, but it can be weakly compositional. By making use of weak com- 251

positionality, TCP promises to model natural languages by systematically pairing 252

sentences with their truth-conditions (i.e. what formal semantics traditionally aims 253

to do) in a way that can accommodate recalcitrant cases brought up by skeptics 254

like Travis: sentences whose truth-conditions depend on a potentially open-ended 255

number of pragmatic factors.9 Here is how Recanati (2010, 127) summarizes the 256

main idea behind TCP: 257

[T]ruth conditional pragmatics is the view that the effects of context on the content need 258

not be traceable to the linguistic material in the uttered sentence. Some effects of context 259

on content are due to the linguistic material (e.g. the context sensitive words or morphemes 260

which trigger the search for contextual values), but others result from “top down” pragmatic 261

processes that take place not because the linguistic material demands it, but because 262

9Pagin and Pelletier (2007, 32) are explicit about this.
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utterance’s content is not faithfully or wholly encoded in the uttered sentence, whose 263

meaning requires adjustment or elaboration in order to determine an admissible content 264

for the speaker’s utterance. 265

In TCP pragmatics kicks in not only to derive what is conveyed by an utterance 266

of a sentence (e.g. to derive the conversational implicatures), but plays a role also 267

in determining the truth-conditions of that sentence.10 Although both semantic 268

processes (like indexical resolution) and primary pragmatic processes determine 269

semantic content, they are distinct in that the first, but not the latter, are required 270

by the lexical and/or syntactic properties of expressions. Because they are lexically 271

and/or syntactically required, semantic operations are mandatory (in the sense 272

that in their absence a sentence fails to express a truth-evaluable content) while 273

pragmatic operations, are merely optional (in the sense that in their absence a 274

sentence might still express a truth-evaluable content). 275

To get the gist of TCP, consider how it analyses (4). 276

(4) The ham sandwich stinks 277

There are numerous contexts in which (4) expresses exactly what its linguistic 278

meaning says, namely that the contextually salient ham sandwich stinks. For 279

example, if one sorts rotten food from good one, and utters it, (4) is taken to be true 280

iff the salient ham sandwich stinks. But imagine that in order to maximize speed and 281

efficiency restaurant workers tend to refer to their customers by the dish that they 282

order. If used in such a context (4) is true just if the person who ordered the ham 283

sandwich stinks; its truth conditions at this context involve a person and not a ham 284

sandwich. 285

TCP believes that these intuitions about (4) constitute bona-fide data that theories 286

which seek to model competence with natural language meanings must account 287

for.11 It puts forward the following proposal. The linguistic meaning of each simple 288

constituent of (4) determines together with the context of utterance the literal content 289

of that expression at that context. The contents thus determined are combined 290

step-by-step following the syntactic structure of (4) into the content of complex 291

constituents ending with the content of (4) at that context. At some contexts though 292

(e.g. the restaurant context) the contribution of the noun-phrase to the content of (4) 293

does not involve a sandwich, and thus it is not what is determined by its lexical and 294

syntactic properties. Its contribution is, in part, determined by pragmatic operations. 295

Loosely speaking we could say that there is a context-specific pragmatic function 296

that maps dishes into their orderers which is relevant for the interpretation of (4) 297

10For this purpose Recanati (2004, 23–37) distinguishes two types of pragmatic operations:
primary (they play a role in the determination of truth-conditions) and secondary (they play a
role solely in the derivation of conversational implicatures).
11This phenomenon was first discussed in Nurnberg (1995). Of course, the first-blush reaction
that defenders of formal semantics have in the face of these examples is to deny their semantic
significance: to deny that intuitions about metonymic uses of (4) are to be treated on a par with
those of literal use, and that a common treatment of both is desirable. For a discussion along these
lines see Stanley (2007, 206–207).
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at the restaurant-context. What results from combining the content of the parts 298

determined by their linguistic meaning according to the syntactic structure of (4) 299

is only an intermediate stop in the overall process of determining the content of 300

(4). Relative to some contexts, its content is determined in part by context-specific 301

pragmatic operations. 302

The term used by TCP for these types of pragmatic operations is modulation. 303

Formally, modulation can be represented as a function that takes us from the 304

content determined by the lexical and syntactic properties of an expression to 305

a conversationally more appropriate content – that is, a function from content 306

to content. Modulation is context-specific in that it can vary with the context 307

of utterance: for every expression-context pair <e,C > there can be a distinct 308

modulation function mod(e,C) that determines the content of that expression at that 309

context.12
310

For example, the modulation function that determines the content of the com- 311

pound nominal in (4) at the restaurant-context is distinct from the one that 312

determines its content in the context of sorting food.13 According to TCP, at some 313

contexts C, what a simple expression e contributes to the content of complexes, 314

is not the content determined solely by its lexical and syntactic properties I(e,C), 315

but a pragmatically determined content mod(e,C)(I(e,C)). Furthermore, pragmatic 316

functions can also operate on complexes directly, as is the case with the compound 317

nominal in (4). The content of a complex itself can be the result of a contextually 318

salient pragmatic function: 319

Mod
(
I
(
α

(
ei, ej

)
, C

)) = mod
(
α

(
ei, ej

)
, C

)

(
f

(
α, mod (ei, C) (I (ei, C)), mod

(
ej , C

) (
I
(
ej, C

)))

It is clear that pragmatic functions which operate on complexes destroy strong 320

compositionality. For example, such an account of (4) fails to satisfy strong 321

compositionality since it allows (4) to vary its content across contexts of utterance 322

although its simple constituents keep constant contents across the very same 323

contexts. Nevertheless such an account of (4) can satisfy weak compositionality. 324

12As Recanati puts it, “modulation itself is context-sensitive: whether or not modulation comes
into play, and if it does, which modulation takes place, is a matter of context” (Recanati 2010,
19). In their formal apparatus both Pagin and Pelletier (2007) and Recanati (2010) make use of a
general modulation function mod which sole purpose is to determine the particular, context-specific
modulation functions: mod takes pairs of expressions e and contexts C as arguments and delivers,
for each such pair, the contextually appropriate modulation function mod(e,C).
13Within this account literalness can be treated as a limiting case: the context-specific function that
delivers the content of “the ham sandwich” in the context of sorting food is the identity function.
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4 Against Weakening Compositionality 325

If the threat to the project of formal semantics is that truth-conditions of natural 326

language sentences vary in an un-systematic way, finding out that natural languages 327

satisfy weak compositionality won’t save the project of building a systematic theory 328

of their meaning properties. In this section I’ll argue for this, taking into account two 329

different ways in which TCP can be implemented. 330

Truth-conditional pragmatics can have two distinct, but formally equivalent, 331

architectures. In one, interpretation takes place in one fell swoop employing context- 332

sensitive meaning-rules: rules that introduce meaning-operations which vary with 333

the context of utterance. In the other, interpretation is a two-steps process whereby 334

context-insensitive meaning rules operate on the lexical and syntactic properties of 335

expressions, and they feed context-specific pragmatic functions which determine the 336

truth-conditions of sentences at contexts of utterance. 337

4.1 Weakly Compositional Meaning Rules 338

In order to keep things clear let me rehearse, first, the distinction between rules 339

and operations, a distinction that applies both at the level of syntax and at the 340

level of semantics. Syntactic rules state how expressions of a language combine 341

to form larger grammatical expressions. Here is an example of syntactic rule: if 342

e1 is an expression of category NP and e2 is an expression of category VP then 343

concatenating e1 and e2, in this order, results in an expression of category S. This 344

particular rule introduces one type of syntactic operation by which expressions 345

combine, namely concatenation. Meaning-rules state how the meaning of complex 346

expressions with a certain syntactic structure is obtained. Here is an example of 347

meaning-rule: if e1∧e2 is a complex expression formed by concatenating e1 and 348

e2, in this order, and the meaning of e1 is a function whose domain contains the 349

meaning of e2 then the meaning of e1∧e2 is the value of the meaning of e1 for 350

the meaning of e2 as an argument: I*(e1∧e2) = I*(e2)(I*(e1)). This meaning-rule 351

introduces one type of meaning-operation by which meanings combine, namely 352

functional application14,15. Importantly, this rule specifies the semantics I* in a 353

way that allows to derive the semantic value of complex expressions once we match 354

14This is but one of many compositional rules available to theorists. Other rules can introduce other
types of operations for various complex expressions. For a discussion see Chung and Ladusaw
(2004, 2–14)
15In a sense, meaning-rules interpret syntactic ones. Each syntactic rule states that expressions of
certain syntactic categories can combine to form expressions of a certain syntactic category, and
determine the operation by which they combine. And each meaning-rule states how (i.e. by which
operation) the meanings of complex expressions with a certain syntactic structure are built from
the meanings of their constituents.
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up the variables in the rule with the constituents that correspond to them in each 355

particular expression. 356

What type of meaning rules are needed by TCP? More precisely, what type 357

of rules are needed by a theory which allows for pragmatics to determine what 358

content an expression has relative to a given context of use? If constituents do 359

not vary their content, what is, then, the source of this variation? It must be the 360

manner in which the contents of constituents combine at different contexts. Then 361

the theory needs context-sensitive meaning-rules: rules that introduce meaning- 362

operations which vary with the context of utterance. Such meaning-rules look handy 363

for TCP, for they promise to help explain how (1) and (4) vary their content across 364

contexts of utterance in the absence of a corresponding variation in the content of 365

their simple constituents. Furthermore, such rules are weakly compositional. 366

A context-sensitive meaning rule looks the following way: if e1∧e2 is a complex 367

expression formed by concatenating e1 and e2, in this order, then for any context 368

C, there is an operation O such that the semantic value of e1∧e2 at C is the result 369

of combining by O the semantic value of e1 at C with the semantic value of e2 at 370

C. This, though, is rather uninformative; obviously, at every context the semantic 371

values of constituents combine in one way or another. For context-sensitive rules to 372

be of any use to natural language semantics they must specify how semantic values 373

combine: they must specify, for any context, the value of the variable O for that 374

context. 375

To get a flavor of how context-sensitive rules work, consider a toy language 376

which has the same vocabulary and syntax as English but its meaning-rules 377

introduce operations which vary across contexts of utterance as a function of the 378

height of the speaker. Its meaning-rule states that if e1∧e2 is a complex expression 379

formed by concatenating e1 and e2, in this order, then for any C, the content of 380

e1∧e2 at C is the result of applying the content of e1 at C to the content of e2 at C 381

if the speaker of C is shorter than 1.60 m, or the content of e1∧e2 at C is the result 382

of applying the content of e1 at C to the content of e2 at C and applying negation to 383

the content thus obtained, if the speaker of C is taller than 1.60 m. In this language 384

the sentence “John walks” expresses the proposition that John walks if uttered by 385

a speaker shorter than 1.60 m and expresses the proposition that John doesn’t walk 386

if uttered by a speaker taller than 1.60.16 Its context-sensitive rule specifies how 387

operations vary with the context of utterance. 388

16It is obvious that this rule is not strongly compositional. But it is weakly-compositional. Under
the assumption that a fragment of English, of which Vertical English is an extension, is weakly
compositional, it can be shown that Vertical English is weakly compositional too. If the initial
language is weakly compositional then extending it with the above rule does not destroy its weak
compositionality. In Vertical English for any two sentences e1∧e2 and e1∧e3 and any context C, if
ac ≤ 1.60 m and I(e2,C) = I(e3,C) then I((e1∧e2),C) = I((e1∧e3),C) – the content of constituents
combine through functional application. And for any two sentences e1∧e2 and e1∧e3 and any
context C if ac > 1.60 m and I(e2,C) = I(e3,C) then I((e1∧e2),C) = I((e1∧e3),C) – the content of
constituents combine through the complex operation described. Thus, the failure condition of weak
compositionality, given in Sect. 1.2, does not obtain.
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What kind of context-sensitive rules are suitable for TCP? According to TCP, 389

sentences vary their contents across contexts of use in virtue of various pragmatic 390

factors, so the rules it needs must introduce meaning-operations which vary with 391

pragmatic factors. More precisely, the weakly compositional rules needed by TCP 392

must systematically match meaning-operations with the corresponding pragmatic 393

factors in terms of which they vary. For example, TCP needs rules of the following 394

form: if e1∧e2 is a complex expression formed by concatenating e1 and e2, in that 395

order, then for any C if the conversational partners have the intention i and concern 396

b at C then the content of e1∧e2 at C is the result of combining the content of its 397

constituents by operation X (say, functional application), or if the conversational 398

partners have intention i and concern d at C the content of e1∧e2 at C is the result of 399

combining the content of its constituents by operation Y (say, predicate restriction). 400

But this is problematic for anyone wedded to the idea that natural languages 401

exhibit radical forms of context sensitivity; that is, the type of context sensitivity 402

that can’t be handled by fixing the value of some definite contextual parameter(s). 403

If there is no determinate boundary at the outset on which factors can turn out to be 404

relevant in determining the set of truth-conditions of a sentence, it is impossible to 405

pair each meaning-operation with those in terms of which it varies. To pair them, 406

theorists must predict ahead of time each and all of the potentially open-ended 407

number of pragmatic factors that, in principle, can be relevant for the interpretation 408

of sentences with a certain syntactic structure. In other words, the type of rules 409

that systematically pair meaning operations (i.e. ways of combining meanings) with 410

pragmatic factors are incompatible with the very idea that the truth-conditions of 411

a sentence depend on an indefinite number of pragmatic factors “i.e. factors which 412

cannot be fully encoded into the sentence” meaning. 17
413

To put this worry from a different angle: if natural languages are weakly 414

compositional and their expressions are radically context sensitive, a single syntactic 415

structure will contribute in more than one way to the interpretation of complex 416

expressions, and its contribution will vary freely with the context of utterance. A 417

weakly compositional meaning rule, then, will have to specify for the syntactic 418

structure it interprets several manners of combining meaning. If these ways of 419

combining meanings vary across contexts not as a function of a fixed and limited 420

set of parameters, but vary together with a potentially open-ended number of highly 421

specialized and intricate arrangements of intentions, interests, and expectations of 422

the conversational partners, then stating such rules is highly problematic, for several 423

reasons. 424

First, nothing short of a full model of human practical reasoning must be packed 425

into meaning-rules. Even theorists, who are optimistic about achieving such a 426

model, should find this a serious drawback for a theory that aims to model the 427

meaning properties of natural languages. Secondly, If meaning rules are sensitive 428

to the vicissitudes and peculiarities of each possible context of use, it is not clear 429

at all why TCP needs compositionality. Compositionality is desirable because 430

17See Recanati (2004, 194), Travis (1996, 451), Bezuidenhout (2002, 105)
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it delivers rules which are an effective procedure for calculating the semantic 431

values of complexes such that executing the procedure requires no imagination 432

or cleverness, but is a matter of merely following instructions carefully. But if 433

truth-conditions depend on the intentions, practical concerns and the common 434

assumptions of the conversational partners, then calculating them cannot be a matter 435

of merely following instructions carefully. Rather, deriving them requires assigning 436

mental states to conversational partners and reconstructing their practical reasoning. 437

In other words, derivation of truth-conditions becomes an inference to the best 438

explanation. 439

Thirdly, stating such rules requires doing precisely what the underdetermination 440

claim denies it can be done: to predict ahead of time each and all of the potentially 441

open-ended number of factors that might turn out to be relevant for the interpretation 442

of an expression. And TCP accepts, and is motivated by, the alleged existence of 443

semantic underdetermination. 444

There are several defensive moves that TCP can try, in order to alleviate these 445

worries, but none of them are convincing. 446

As a first defensive move TCP might point out the obvious fact that not every 447

possible way of combining meaning is permissible in English (nor in any other 448

natural language). Although, in principle, there are an open-ended number of 449

propositions that (1) can express, it can’t express any proposition. There are limits 450

on how much speakers can tinker with the meaning of sentences they use. TCP 451

will propose, then, to distinguish those operations on semantic values which are 452

permissible in English from those which are not.18 Unfortunately this won’t help. 453

Even if we assume that there are a small number of meaning operations, given that 454

there are a potentially open-ended number of pragmatic factors with which these 455

operations vary, a theory must give indefinitely many pairings between them.19
456

Obviously, introducing the pairs by listing them is not an option. The meaning-rule 457

must be, or include, a systematic procedure that matches every meaning-operation 458

with the appropriate pragmatic factors. But, again, this is incompatible with the 459

main point of semantic underdetermination, namely that the linguistic meaning of a 460

sentence is essentially open-ended: no set of rules can determine its truth-conditions 461

for all possible contexts of utterance.20
462

A different defensive move for TCP is to use meaning-rules that introduce 463

operations which vary with a fixed and limited number of parameters. This, 464

18Recanati (2010, 11) and Pagin and Pelletier (2007, 57) hint towards this move
19That TCP can do with a small number of meaning operations already concedes a lot. It looks
to me that TCP is committed to the claim that there are a potentially open-ended number of
meaning-operations. This follows directly from two of its other claims: (a) that a sentence can,
in principle, express an open-ended number of propositions, each particular to a given context,
and (b) that this variation need not be traceable to a corresponding variation in the content of
the simple constituents, but that it can be the result of combining the content of constituents by
different operations at different contexts
20See Searle (1978) and Margalit (1979).
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though, involves giving up on the idea that natural languages exhibit radical forms 465

of context sensitivity, the very phenomenon that motivated the appeal to weak- 466

compositionality in the first place. Why is this solution incompatible with radical 467

forms of context-sensitivity? If natural languages make use of this type of rules, any 468

sentence would vary its content only as a function of a fixed and limited number 469

of parameters, precisely what is denied by those who believe that natural languages 470

exhibit radical forms of context sensitivity. In other words, such rules are of no use 471

for TCP.21
472

Finally, TCP might argue that there is no need for meaning-rules to pair 473

each meaning-operation with the pragmatic factors in terms of which they vary. 474

They might point to analyses of demonstratives which rely on the notion of 475

demonstratum or salience, without giving an explanation of how it is determined 476

what is demonstrated, or what is salient. In fact, Pagin and Pelletier (2007, 477

58–59) suggest that determining what meaning-operation is at work in a context 478

is similar to selecting the referent of a demonstrative relative to a context. We don’t 479

have a general and fully satisfactory theory that will tell us how to predict what is 480

the most salient person, object or relation in a certain context of utterance, but we 481

don’t take this limitation to impinge on the systematicity of semantic theories. We 482

should take the same attitude when it comes to operations on meaning. Then TCP 483

should be content with formulating very general rules of the form: if e3 is a complex 484

expression and e1 and e2 are its immediate constituents, then the content of e3 at any 485

given context C, is the result of combining the content of e1 at C with the content of 486

e2 at C in the way relevant at C. 487

There are good reasons to believe that this move is not available to TCP and 488

that appeal to reference resolution for demonstratives is not helpful. In fixing the 489

reference of a demonstrative relative to a context, the determination of the saliency 490

profile of the context is beyond the reach of semantics. So is the determination 491

of the salience profile of the context when it comes to determining which way of 492

combining meanings is relevant at that context of utterance. A formal theory will 493

tell us what “That is red” means relative to a context, but it won’t tell us why 494

“that” refers to x and not to y, relative to that context, other than that x and not y 495

is the salient (or demonstrated) object. What object is the most salient one (or the 496

demonstrated one) in a context is beyond the reach of semantic theories. There is 497

no reason to suppose that semantic theories should tell us what particular object 498

satisfies the property of being the most salient object (or the demonstrated object) 499

at a given context. Thus a semantic theory might deliver an analysis of “That is red” 500

along the following lines: if the speaker of “that is red” refers with the utterance of 501

21This is acknowledged also by Lasersohn. He writes with respect to such rules: “the contextual
effects that threaten compositionality are of a much more thorough-going nature than the effect
illustrated in [this rule], and do not lend themselves to an analogous treatment” (2012, 186).
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“that” therein to x and to nothing else, then this sentence, as uttered in this context, 502

is true if and only if x is red.22
503

Can we really say that determining the way in which meanings combine (relative 504

to a context) is beyond the scope of semantics, just as determining the most 505

salient (or the demonstrated) object of a context, is beyond the scope of semantics? 506

This seems absurd, for just as one can’t have a theory about the combinatorial 507

and structural properties of expressions (i.e. syntax) without an account of how 508

expressions combine, one can’t have a theory about the meaning properties of a 509

language in without an account of how meanings themselves combine. 510

In other words, such a rule is useless for a theory that seeks to model the 511

fundamental meaning properties of a natural language. For such a rule doesn’t tell 512

us how to calculate the semantic value of complex expressions, since it doesn’t 513

introduce any meaning operation. And stating how to calculate the semantic values 514

of complex expressions is precisely what semantic rules are expected to do. To 515

say that the semantic values of complexes (with a given syntactic structure) are 516

the result of combining the semantic values of their constituents in the relevant 517

way is to say something trivial.23 It is part and parcel of any theory that models 518

the meaning-properties of a language to assign meaning to simple expressions and 519

to determine the semantic effects of combining those meanings in given syntactic 520

configurations. A theory that employs the type of rule described above won’t tell us 521

what the semantic effects of combing expressions in a certain syntactic configuration 522

are. 523

4.2 Context-Specific Pragmatic Functions 524

These problems persist even if one prefers a different architecture for TCP, one in 525

which derivation of truth-conditional content is a two-step process. For example, in 526

the first step the linguistic meaning of each simple constituent of (1) determines, 527

together with the context of utterance, a propositional content for that expression 528

at that context. At this step all meaning-rules are context-insensitive. Relative to 529

any context of utterance, the contents of simples (as determined by their lexical 530

properties) are combined through functional application into the literal content of 531

22When it comes to reference fixing this is a strategy advocated, among others, by Borg (2004c,
2012), Higginbotham (1989), and Heck (2014).
23Moreover, there is another reason to doubt that TCP can successfully appeal to theories of
demonstratives that rely on salience in order to make a case for rules which do not introduce
meaning operations. Even if the explanation of how an object becomes salient within a context of
utterance is beyond the scope of a theory of meaning, there is a substantive story to be told about
this. But there is no substantive story to be told about how one meaning-operation becomes more
salient than another one. To say that one way of combining meaning is more salient than another is
just to say that one interpretation of a complex expression is more salient, or more readily available
to than another one.
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(1) at that context. In the second step, for each context of utterance a context-specific 532

pragmatic function takes the propositional content determined by the lexical and 533

syntactic properties of (1) and delivers the truth-conditional content of (1) at that 534

context.24
535

If there are contextual ingredients in the truth-conditions of (1) which are 536

provided through pragmatic functions, a theory that aims to predict for every context 537

under what conditions (1) is true at that context must be able to predict for every 538

context the right pragmatic function. More generally, if for any sentence S and 539

context C there is a pragmatic function that determines the truth-conditions of S at C, 540

and it is possible that for each sentence-context pair there is a distinct function, then 541

TCP must provide a systematic procedure to calculate the right pragmatic function, 542

without making use of independent knowledge of the truth-conditions of S at C. 543

In the absence of this there is no systematic way to derive the truth-conditions of 544

sentences and the threat posed by radical context-sensitivity remains unaddressed. 545

In order to be explanatorily rewarding, that is, in order to be able to derive truth- 546

conditions for sentences (at contexts of utterance), TCP needs to generalize in a 547

substantive way over these particular pragmatic functions: it needs to state a rule, or 548

a finite set of rules, which determine for each context the correct pragmatic function. 549

This is somewhat problematic, since selecting the correct pragmatic function, out of 550

a potentially open-ended number of such functions, does not seem to be a matter 551

of following rules, but one of recognizing intentions and of reasoning through 552

inference to the best explanation. In TCP, explaining how a given sentence comes to 553

have the truth-conditions that it has, is partly an intentional explanation: it involves 554

attributing certain intentions and practical concerns to the conversational partners. 555

Then the assignments of truth-conditions that TCP makes are always defeasible, 556

for the simple reason that intentional explanations are always defeasible: they can 557

always be overridden if enough new evidence is adduced to account for the subject’s 558

linguistic behavior. In fact, Recanati points out that “a distinguishing characteristic 559

of pragmatic interpretation is its defeasibility, [the fact] there is no limit to the 560

amount of contextual information that can affect the interpretation” (Recanati 2004, 561

54). 562

The problem for TCP is not that finding the right pragmatic function is 563

necessarily impossible. The problem is that finding the right pragmatic function 564

is, essentially, an intentional explanation: it requires assigning intentions, beliefs 565

24In fact, this is closer to the organization of TCP that Recanati (2010) and Pagin and Pelletier
(2007) work with. It is easy to see that the two ways of organizing TCP are formally equivalent.
In the two-step version, the content of an expression α(ei,ej) at a context C is determined by a
context-specific pragmatic function mod(α(ei,ej),C) which takes as argument what is determined
by the lexical and syntactic properties:

I(α(ei, ej), C) = mod (α(ei, ej), C)(f (α, (I(ei, C), I(ej, C)).
Notice that this is formally equivalent with I(α(ei,ej),C)) = f ◦mod(α(ei,ej),C)(α,(I(ei,C), I(ej,C))

where f ◦mod(α(ei,ej),C) is a complex function obtained by combining the composition
function f and the modulation function mod(α(ei,ej),C).This corresponds to the way of building
TCP where a context-specific meaning operation combines the content of constituents into the
content of the complex in one fell swoop.
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and practical reasoning to conversational partners, and as such is always defeasible. 566

Thus, we might legitimately doubt that TCP’s answer to the skeptic’s challenge 567

really provides substantive progress towards a systematic theory. The skeptics told 568

us that some truth-value predictions made by formal theories are bound to be wrong, 569

while TCP tells us that any of its predictions might turn out to be wrong, for any 570

such prediction relies on abductive reasoning. 571

TCP might try any of the defensive strategies discussed in the previous section, 572

but none of them will work. I’ll consider, again, the last of them. TCP might argue 573

that there is no need to specify a procedure that determines, for each context of 574

utterance, the particular pragmatic function that delivers truth-conditions at that 575

context of utterance. Again, TCP might point to analyses of demonstratives which 576

rely on the notion of demonstratum (or of salience), which do not determine what 577

object is demonstrated (or is more salient) at the context of utterance. TCP would 578

claim is that for each context there is a pragmatic function at work, but it is beyond 579

the scope of the theory to determine for each context what that function is. This 580

move is not satisfactory, for TCP will give truth-conditions to (1) of the following 581

form: 582

“The leaves are green” is true at a context C iff the objects that the speaker intends to refer to 583

with that utterance of “the leaves” satisfy the property that the speaker intends to predicate 584

about them with that utterance of “are green”. 585

This amounts to saying that (1) is true at C iff the proposition that the speaker 586

intended to express by (1) at C is true at the circumstances determined by C.25 But 587

this is wholly uninformative and it satisfies the aim of pairing sentences with their 588

truth conditions in an extremely shallow way. 589

Finally, irrespective of what architecture TCP prefers, if the derivation of truth- 590

conditions essentially involves attributing intentions, beliefs and practical reasoning 591

to conversational partners, it is not at all clear why TCP needs compositionality. 592

Again, compositionality is desirable because it promises to deliver rules which are 593

an effective procedure for calculating the semantic values of complex expressions 594

such that executing the procedure requires no imagination or cleverness, but is a 595

matter of merely following instructions carefully. But, obviously, this is not the 596

case with the attribution intentions and beliefs or the reconstruction of practical 597

reasoning. Letting the composition function take context as an extra argument might 598

not be against the letter of compositionality, but it is against its spirit. 599

25TCP might point out that there are limits on what propositions a sentence can express, because
there are limits on how much one can tinker with the meaning of sentences: even if a sentence can
express indefinitely many propositions, it can express any proposition. This, though, doesn’t make
its analysis of (1) more informative.
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5 Conclusions 600

It is fair to conclude that weak compositionality offers no way out from the skeptical 601

challenge concerning the possibility of a systematic semantics of natural languages. 602

True, weak compositionality shows that, formally, there is no incompatibility 603

between radical context-sensitivity and some version of compositional interpretation 604

of complex expressions. But this is far from being enough. We’re interested in 605

compositionality because of the explanatory benefits it promises to bring. I argued 606

that we have good reasons to doubt that weak-compositionality delivers these 607

benefits, if we accept the existence of radical forms of context-sensitivity. 608

One such benefit is that compositionality ensures that there are rules by which 609

theories can derive the truth-conditions of natural language sentences from the 610

meaning of simple expressions. But if one is convinced that natural language 611

expressions are radically context-sensitive, then weak compositionality won’t help 612

with this. Acceptance of radical context-sensitivity amounts to accepting that 613

there are elements in the content of sentences that are not determined by the 614

lexical and syntactic properties of sentences themselves, but are provided through 615

pragmatic functions. Unless we are given a procedure that matches at the outset 616

each possible context of utterance with its associated pragmatic function, weakly 617

compositional theories can’t systematically derive truth-conditions. As yet, no 618

theory has provided such procedure. I suggested, moreover, that for someone who 619

accepts underdetermination, as TCP theorists do, there are good reasons to doubt 620

that such rules or procedures can be given, for they require that the theorist be able 621

to tell ahead of time each and all of the facts that might turn out relevant for the 622

interpretation of a sentence. 623

Given the central position that weak-compositionality occupies in truth- 624

conditional pragmatics these arguments cast doubt over the viability of the entire 625

project. If weak-compositionality fails to provide the explanatory benefits that we 626

expect from compositionality, it is doubtful that TCP can deliver on its advertising 627

claim, namely doing what formal semantic theories aimed but allegedly failed to 628

do: offer a systematic account of our linguistic competence. This, of course, is not 629

to say that radical contextualists, like Searle (1978) or Travis (1997), are right. A 630

systematic account of natural languages might still be possible. But if one accepts 631

that there are contextual ingredients in the truth-conditions of sentences which are 632

provided through free pragmatic functions (i.e. are not linguistically mandated), 633

weak-compositionality is not going to help in providing such an account. 634
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